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ABSTRACT

Measurements of boundary layer moisture have been acquired from Rotronic MP-100
sensors deployed on two NDBC buoys in the northern Gulf of Mexico from June through
November 1993. For one sensor which was retrieved approximately 8 months after
deployment, the post- and pre-calibrations agreed closely and fell well within WMO
specifications for accuracy. Buoy observations of relative humidity and supporting data
were used to calculate specific humidity, and the surface fluxes of latent and sensible heat.
Specific humidities from the buoys were compared with observations of moisture obtained
from nearby ship reports and the correlations were generally high (0. 7 - 0.9). These data
were not sufficient, however, to confirm or refute a recent report of hysteresis that may
occur with the Rotronic sensor.

The time series of specific humidity and the other buoy parameters revealed three
primary scales of variability, small-scale (of the order of hours), synoptic-scale (several
days), and seasonal (several months). The synoptic-scale variability was clearly dominant;
it was event-like in character and occurred primarily during September, October, and
November. Most of the synoptic-scale variability was due to frontal systems that dropped
down into the Gulf of Mexico from the continental U.S., followed by air masses which were
cold and dry. Cross-correlation analyses of the buoy data indicated that both specific
humidity and air temperature served as tracers of the motion associated with propagating
atmospheric disturbances. Spectra of the various buoy parameters indicated strong diurnal
and semidiurnal variability for barometric pressure and sea surface temperature (SST) and
lesser variability for air temperature and wind speed.

The calculated surface fluxes of latent and sensible heat were dominated by the
synoptic events which took place from September through November. Mean Bowen ratios
were in the range 6 - 8%, indicating that the latent heat fluxes far exceeded the sensible
heat fluxes in this region. Finally, an analysis of the surface wave observations from each
buoy, which included calculations of wave age and estimates of surface roughness, yielded
results which are consistent with enhanced moisture exchange between the ocean and the
marine boundary layer during periods of high latent heat flux.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of meteorological observations within the marine boundary layer has
always posed unique problems due to the proximity of the ocean surface to the sensor
location, and the constant state of motion of the surface itself. Atmospheric humidity has
been a particularly difficult parameter to measure near the ocean surface. First, it is
difficult to protect humidity sensors from salt spray which accumulates over time and
consequently degrades calibration accuracy; second, humidity sensors must be
adequately protected excess heating due to incoming solar radiation; and finally, humidity
sensors must recover from periods of saturation rapidly and without change to their
calibration (Coantic and Friehe 1980).

Since atmospheric moisture is a difficult parameter to measure accurately over the
ocean, it is not surprising that it has been even more difficult to acquire observations of
boundary layer moisture from unattended instruments for extended periods of several
months or more. Recently, however, a number of humidity sensors have been evaluated
for possible use in measuring atmospheric moisture in the marine environment (e.g.,
Semmer 1987; Muller and Beekman 1987; Crescenti et al. 1990; Katsaros et al. 1994).

Because of the continuing need for long-term measurements of moisture within the
marine boundary layer, the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) evaluated the Rotronic MP-
100 humidity sensor for possible deployment on their moored ocean data buoys, based
on promising test results from Muller and Beekman (1987) and Semmer (1987). Initial
field tests were conducted along the U.S. West Coast in 1989. A Rotronic humidity sensor
was installed on a Coastal-Marine Automated Network (C-MAN) station at Point Arguello,
California and showed high correlations between saturation events and restricted
visibilities in fog. Calculated dew point temperatures following fog events were in general
agreement with those reported at Vandenberg Air Force Base located nearby. After a four-
month evaluation, Rotronic humidity sensors were introduced on several NDBC buoys and
C-MAN stations along the California coast, but, initially, several gross failures occurred
within weeks after they were installed. A gross failure occurred when reported relative
humidities either:

* (1) exceeded 106%,
* (2) remained at, or exceeded, 100% for a day or more after satellite imagery

indicated fog dissipation, or
0* (3) disagreed by 30% or more with nearby reports for low values typically less then

30%.

These failures lead to several improvements to the Rotronic sensor and its installation
aboard the NDBC buoy platforms.
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* First, the cabling from the sensor to the on-board electronic payload was replaced.
The original cables had inadequate insulation and cable flexing often produced
large calibration shifts.

* Second, the method of calibration was changed by exposing the sensor to a series
of different saturated salt solutions in closed flasks and then comparing the
observed relative humidities to the known equilibrium vapor pressure of water at the
observed temperatures for these solutions.

Test flasks with relative humidities ranging from 11 to 96% were used. These
improvements led to significantly greater measurement accuracy and sensor reliability.
As a result, these instruments have been installed on a number of NDBC buoys since
1989, concomitant with improvements in their performance.

As a basis for this study, we acquired hourly measurements of relative humidity and
other supporting environmental data from two NDBC buoys in the Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 1)
which were equipped with the improved Rotronic MP-100 humidity sensors for the period
5 June to 30 November 1993. Initially, details of the sensor calibration, deployment and
reliability are addressed. Then the relative humidity and supporting data from the buoys
are used to calculate specific humidity and the corresponding fluxes of latent and sensible
heat. To provide a measure of validation for these observations, the moisture data are
compared with reports from nearby ships and other fixed platforms. A number of synoptic
events occurred during the measurement period which provided an opportunity to examine
the response of the instrument to these events.

2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

a. Background

The Rotronic MP-100 humidity sensor has been under development since about 1980.
Although the initial design was fragile and susceptible to contamination (Crane and Boole
1988), recent versions of the instrument have proven more rugged and less sensitive to
contamination. The Rotronic MP-100 is classified as a thin film capacitive polymer sensor
(Crescenti et al. 1990). The operation of the instrument's transducer is based on the
principle of capacitance change as the polymer absorbs and desorbs water vapor. A Gor-
Tex filter covers the transducer and allows water vapor (but not liquid water) to pass
through it. Contaminants reduce the passage of water vapor through the filter which can
lead to erroneous reports of saturation following high moisture events. As a result, the
filter must be kept clean (Van der Meulen 1988). Although the Rotronic MP-100 sensor
has been used with relative success to measure moisture in the marine boundary layer,
recent results in one case have indicated that this instrument may suffer from hysteresis
after periods of high relative humidity (Katsaros et al. 1994). This problem will be
discussed in greater detail in Sections 4a and 5 of this paper.
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Figure 1. The locations of NDBC buoys at stations 42019 (27.9N, 95.0W) and 42002
(25.9N, 93.6W) are shown together with co-located circles within which ship reports for
search radii of 150 km were acquired. The distance separating the buoys is 263 km.
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b. Deployment

Rotronic humidity sensors were installed on two NDBC buoys in the Gulf of Mexico
located at 27.9N, 95.0W (station number 42019) and at 25.9N, 93.6W (station number
42002) (Fig. 1). The bottom depth at station 42019 is approximately 120 m, and at station
42002 it is approximately 3200 m. The sensor on 42019 was installed on 4 May 1993; the
sensor on 42002 was installed on 4 June 1993. A six-meter NOMAD platform is at 42019
and the Rotronic sensor was located at a height of 5 meters above the water line. There
is a 10-meter discus buoy at 42002 and the Rotronic sensor in this case was located at a
height of 10 meters above the water line. Figure 2 shows the discus buoy moored at
42002 (Fig.2a) and the Rotronic sensor which was mounted on this platform (Fig.2b).

c. Calibration

Figure 3 shows pre- and post-calibration data for the instrument installed at station
42019. This sensor was calibrated on 27 January 1993 prior to its deployment on 42019
and functioned normally until it was retrieved on 25 January 1994. The Rotronic sensor
at station 42002 has been operating continuously since its original deployment. When the
sensor at 42019 was recalibrated on 24 March 1994, there was a calibration shift of less
than 2%. Most of this shift occurred at relative humidities of 70% or less. Finally, both the
pre- and post-calibrations for 42019 agreed with the reference values within the WMO
accuracy standards (shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 3) which require accuracies of +5%
for relative humidities of up to 50%, and +2% for relative humidities above 50% (WMO
1983).

d. Reliability

Since the Rotronic sensors were first installed on NDBC buoys along the West Coast,
their reliability has steadily improved. Figure 4 shows the percentage of instruments that
survived more than six months as a function of the year the sensor was deployed. This
percentage increased from 18% in 1990 to 60% between 1992 and 1994 because of
improved cabling and calibration. The mean time between failures for sensors deployed
since 1991 is eight months with one sensor lasting 15 months. Figure 5 examines these
percentages based on buoy hull type. The humidity sensors are located five meters above
the water line on the three-meter discus (3D) and the six-meter NOMAD (6N) buoys. On
the 10-meter discus (1 OD) buoys, the sensors are located 10 meters above the water line.
The survival percentages on the small buoys are almost identical to those on the larger
1 OD buoys even though senor contamination from salt spray is most likely greater on the
3D and the 6N buoys. This survival pattern has not changed with time and is significant
because most of the new buoys that are being deployed by NDBC are either the 3D or the
6N hull types.
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Figure 3. Pre- and post-calibration data for the Rotronic humidity sensor installed on the
buoy at station 42019 between 4 May 1993 and 25 January 1994. The dashed lines
indicate the accuracy limits established by the WMO for humidity sensors. Both pre-
and post-calibrations fall well within the specified limits.
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3. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

a. Acquisition

The following environmental parameters were acquired from the buoys at stations
42019 and 42002: barometric pressure, eight-minute average wind speed and direction,
air temperature, sea surface temperature, relative humidity, and wave spectra. The winds
at 42019 were acquired at an elevation of 5 meters above the surface while the winds at
42002 were acquired at an elevation of 10 meters above the surface. Dew point
temperature was also provided with these data, but this parameter is not measured
directly; rather, it is calculated from the relative humidity, the air temperature and the
barometric pressure. The observations were acquired hourly and extend from 00Z, 5 June
to 23Z, 30 November 1993, spanning a period of nearly 6 months. Less than 0.5% of the
data did not meet NDBC's standards for quality control', or were missing. In these cases,
previous values were either repeated or linear interpolation was used to fill in the missing
data or to replace erroneous data in order to complete the time series. Sea surface
temperature is measured through the hull at a depth of one meter by a thermistor insulated
from the interior hull environment.

b. Moisture and flux calculations

Specific humidities were calculated according to Gill (1982) where the specific humidity
of the air is given by

qa = (0.62197ea) / (P - 0.378ea)

and the specific humidity at the ocean surface is given by

q, = (0.62197es) / (P - 0.378es)

assuming that the air is saturated at the surface. qa and a, are expressed in grams of
water vapor per gram of moist air. ea represents the vapor pressure of air (hPa), es the
saturation vapor pressure (hPa) at the temperature of the ocean surface, and P is the
barometric pressure (hPa) at sea level.

ea and es are in turn calculated according to

ea RHe / 100.0
a $

'Quality control of humidity data at NDBC includes automatic flagging of the data for which the relative
humidity (RH) is <0% or >102%, and a time continuity check for which the change in RH must be <25% per
hour. Temperature-dew point inversions are also flagged. Finally, all flags which are raised automatically are
checked manually (T. Mettlach, personal communication).
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where RH is the relative humidity in percent, es is given as

e = KxlOv[1.O + 1.Ox10-6 P(4.5 + 0.0006Ts2 ) ]

Ts is the sea surface temperature (0 C), v is computed from

v = (0.7859 + 0.03477T) / (1.0 + 0.00412T)

and K is a reduction factor for saturation vapor pressure over seawater. At a salinity of 35
ppt (assumed here), K is taken to be 0.98 (Kraus 1972).

In order to calculate the fluxes of sensible and latent heat, the wind speeds at both
buoys were adjusted to a common reference height of 10 meters. Since the winds at
42002 were initially acquired at a height of 10 meters, no adjustment was required in this
case. For the winds at 42019, however, an adjustment based on a logarithmic wind speed
profile relation was employed which assumes conditions of neutral or near-neutral stability

(Roll 1965).

Surface heat fluxes were calculated from the appropriate buoy observations and the
specific humidities according to the bulk aerodynamic formulas of Friehe and Schmitt
(1976) for sensible heat flux and according to Gill (1982) for latent heat flux. The sensible
heat fluxes were calculated according to three conditional formulas for stability.: In each
case, the product UAT of the wind speed at 10 meters (U) and the difference in
temperature (AT) between the sea surface temperature (Ts) and the air temperature at 10
meters (Ta) is required. For quasi-neutral to near unstable conditions, with 0 < UAT < 25
(m°K/sec), the sensible heat flux (Q, in W/m2) is given by

Qs = pC (0.00 2 + 0.00097UAT)

where p is the density of air (1.235 kg/m3), and Cp is the specific heat of air at constant
pressure taken as equal to 1004.6(1.0 + 0.8375q%) in Joules/kg/?K (Gill 1982). For stable
conditions, UAT < 0, Q5 is given by

Q = pC (0.0026 + 0.000864UAT).~~~~~~
For unstable conditions, UAT > 25, Qs is given as

Q = pC (0.00146UAT)

The latent heat flux was calculated according to

Qe = pCeULv ( qs - q)
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where Ce is a dimensionless coefficient taken to be 1.5x1 04, Lv is the latent heat of vapori-
zation taken to be 2.5008x106 - 2.3x1 '03Ts in Joules/kg, and p, U, q, q, and T are the
same.

Finally, the Bowen ratio was calculated by taking the ratio of the sensible heat flux (Qs)
to the latent heat flux (Qe).

c. Wave calculations

Vertical acceleration at the buoys is measured every 0.67 seconds for a period of 20
minutes each hour. The acceleration records are integrated and Fourier-transformed to
obtain the wave energy density spectrum. Wave energy density spectra (F(f)) were
calculated with a resolution of 0.01Hz for frequency ranges of 0.03-0.4Hz and 0.03-0.5Hz
at 42002 and 42019, respectively. From these spectra, three additional wave parameters
have been calculated. The first is the significant wave height Hs, defined as

Hs=4.0 oF(f)dF

0

which provides a direct measure of the wave activity.

Since we are primarily interested in the wave parameters which may be related to the
exchange of moisture between the ocean and the lower atmosphere, the process of wave
breaking immediately comes to mind. However, wave breaking is a discrete process in
time, which is not directly captured in the above frequency-domain representation of the
wave observations. The intensity of wave breaking, however, appears to be related to the
development stage of the wave field, which also governs wave-induced surface roughness.
The latter parameter is thus also linked directly to the surface moisture flux and is a
parameter which can be estimated directly from the wave energy density spectrum. The
overall development stage of the wave field can be described with the inverse wave age
8,

= U/C

where C is the phase velocity corresponding to the peak frequency of the spectrum, and
U is the wind speed. The peak frequency, fp, is estimated from the maximum discrete
energy density and its neighboring values by fitting a second-order polynomial to the
spectra. From this frequency, C is determined using the standard dispersion relation for
wave speed for a water body of arbitrary depth. 8 = 1 corresponds to a fully-developed
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wind sea, i.e., a wind sea in equilibrium with the local wind sea, s > 1 corresponds to
growing wind waves and s < 1 corresponds to swell. The wave-induced contribution to the
surface stress is important for young waves only (e > 1).

Because the wave-induced roughness is primarily related to high-frequency wave
energy, another parameter of interest is the nondimensional energy of the high-frequency
flank of the spectrum a, also known as the 'Phillips' constant (Phillips 1958), where

fh

a = (2i) 4/g2 (fh f1 ) f F(f) f5df
f

and
f, = 1.5 * max(fP,fpM)

fh = max (2 .5 %fp, 2 .5*fpM,fma,)

fPM is the Pierson-Moskowitz frequency (Pierson and Moskowitz 1964) which is the
frequency for which s = 1 for a given wind speed, and fm. is the highest spectral frequency
observed. a, is a measure of the small-scale roughness of the ocean surface, and,
therefore, of the wave-induced surface stress. For a fully-developed sea, a ~ 0.01, and
the wave-induced stress again will be small. For larger a, active wave growth occurs, and
waves will contribute significantly to the surface stress. For smaller a, the contribution of
waves to the surface stress is small. In such cases most of the wave energy can be
attributed to swell. The limited range of frequencies for which the wave autospectra are
observed however, makes it impossible to evaluate a for low wind speeds and/or low wave
heights. This parameter has only been evaluated for cases where the integral
encompasses at least four discrete spectral densities. Note that a is still an indirect
measure of the surface roughness, since the. actual roughness is primarily related to
near-capillary waves, well outside the range of the present wave observations.
Furthermore, e and a generally behave similarly, since they can be considered as
large-scale (e) or small-scale (a) estimates of the wave-induced surface roughness.

4. RESULTS

a. Validation

To provide a measure of validation for the observations of moisture acquired from the
buoy-mounted Rotronic humidity sensors, we have produced matchups of buoy data with
measurements of boundary layer moisture acquired from selected ships and fixed plat-
forms (primarily oil rigs) in the surrounding area. The majority of ship reports came from
two NOAA research vessels (NOAA Ships OREGON II and CHAPMAN) which were at sea
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in the Gulf of Mexico during the study period. Each vessel was equipped with wet and dry
bulb thermometers and used standard WMO data collection and reporting procedures.

All of the reported moisture values obtained from the ships and fixed platforms were
converted to specific humidities for direct comparison with the calculated specific
humidities from the buoys. The observations from each source were matched to within one
hour in time and were made over a range of search radii from each of the buoys. The
search radii were increased in 25 km steps from 50 out to 300 km for each buoy. The
choice of search radii was based on:

* (1) an e-folding correlation distance for specific humidity of - 800 km in the northern
Gulf of Mexico(see the following subsection for details), and

* (2) the need for adequate sample sizes.

Figure 1 shows matchup circles for each buoy with search radii of 150 km. Scatter plots
for matchups within a search radius of 175 km of each buoy are shown in Fig. 6. Biases,
RMS differences, and correlations between the buoys and the ship reports are given in
Table I for search radii of 50 to 300 km (in 50 km steps). The statistics become
repeatable (i.e., stabilize) at sample sizes of the order of 300, which correspond to search
radii of 150 and 250 km for buoys 42019 and 42002, respectively. Although the buoy
moistures on average tend to be slightly higher than the ship reports for the sensor on
42019 (indicated by the positive biases), the opposite is true for the sensor on buoy 42002.
The RMS differences are slightly higher and the correlations lower for the sensor on buoy
42002. Overall, the correlations between the buoys and the ship reports are high; thus,
these comparisons are generally favorable. However, a more conclusive validation study
would have required comparisons with reference standards located side-by-side with the
Rotronic sensors on each buoy.

Katsaros et al. (1994) recently conducted field tests of a number of humidity sensors
including the Rotronic MP-100 instrument. Hysteresis was found to occur for mean
humidities following high-moisture events for the Rotronic MP-100 instrument. The
greatest differences between the Rotronic sensor and a reference psychrometer occurred
at relative humidities less than 70%, particularly after periods of high relative humidity.
The Rotronic sensor apparently required time to dry out after periods of high moisture.
Finally, a bias of 8% between the Rotronic MP-100 and a reference psychrometer was not
due simply to a calibraton error but was attributed in part to hysteresis by the sensor.

To address the problem raised by Kataros et al., we first looked for periods of high
relative humidity in our data. Cumulative distributions of relative humidity for each buoy
indicate that only about 8% of the data from either buoy have relative humidities that
exceed 90%, and only about 2% of the data exceed 95%. Overall, very few periods of
identifiable rain occurred during the study period and those periods which could be
identified did not coincide precisely with any of our ship reports. To examine the
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hysteresis problem adequately with our data would have required locating matchups that
occurred within a narrow window of several hours following clearly-defined high-moisture
(i.e., saturation) events and, as indicated, no such matchups were found. Our
comparisons with the ship reports above, however, showed only small biases (3.6% for
42019 and -4.1% for 42002). If hysteresis was a serious problem, we would have
expected both biases to be positive (i.e., buoys to be higher than the ship reports). This
result, of course, was also influenced by the fact that high relative humidities (>-95%)
were a relatively rare occurrence in our data. In summary, our data are not adequate to
address the hysteresis problem raised by Katsaros et al. However, based on the limited
data available, no evidence for a significant hysteresis problem could be found for the
Rotronic sensors deployed on buoys 42019 and 42002. Also, based on the results of
Visscher and Schurer (1985), Muller and Beekman (1987), and Hundermark (1989),
hysteresis problems were not previously found with the Rotronic MP-100 instrument.

Table 1. Comparisons of specific humidities at NDBC buoys 42019 and 42002 with those
computed from nearby ship and fixed platform observations at various radii from each
buoy.

Range (km) Sample Size Bias RMS Coefficient
Coefficient

Station 42019

50 49 0.00043 0.00133 0.932

100 170 0.00059 0.00166 0.893

150 326 0.00089 0.00200 0.868

200 472 0.00081 0.00204 0.867

250 622 0.00073 0.00200 0.867

300 733 0.00067 0.00202 0.852

Station 42002

50 8 -0.00167 0.00220 0.780

100 33 -0.00132 0.00223 0.550

150 101 - -0.00146 0.00276 0.712

200 166 -0.00098 0.00237 0.728

250 333 -0.00084 0.00214 0.786

300 580 -0.00071 0.00224 0.780
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b. Interpretation of the synoptic-scale variability

The variability of moisture within the marine boundary layer at buoys 42019 and 42002
occurred on several time scales; however, the synoptic-scale variations in moisture stand
out as the dominant source of variability, particularly during September, October and
November (Fig. 7). In order to examine this synoptic-scale activity in greater detail, we
studied the appropriate surface weather maps.

On 17 June 1993, specific humidity decreased, and the surface heat fluxes increased
at both buoys, reflecting the influence of a tropical wave that formed near the Yucatan
Peninsula. Specific humidities remained relatively low for about 4 days, during which time
the tropical wave intensified becoming first a tropical depression and then Tropical Storm
Arlene. Arlene moved to the NNW across the Gulf, approaching the buoys from the south.
Arlene followed a path that took it west of buoy 42002, producing stronger responses in
terms of moisture and heat flux at 42002 than at 42019. The decrease in specific humidity
at the surface conincided with decreases in SST of -2C, which were most likely produced
by mixing in the oceanic surface layer.

On 26 September, specific humidity dropped suddenly at both buoys due to the first
significant cold front of the fall season. This system was composed of two fronts, a weaker
cool front closely followed by a more intense cold front. On 27 September, the first front
weakened significantly, while the second front passed the buoy at 42019 on its way toward
42002. Later on the 27th, the dominant front passed 42002 with increasing'wind speeds
and falling air and dew point temperatures. Dew point temperatures dropped by over 10C
at 42019 and by -5C at 42002, indicating that the air mass behind the front was not only
cold, but relatively dry. The impact of this frontal passage was clearly greater at 42019
than it was at 42002 for all buoy parameters. By 30 September, the impact of the front had
practically disappeared at both buoy locations. Moisture, in particular, was greatly affected
by the passage of this frontal system and, as a result, served as an excellent indicator of
frontal behavior.

Starting on 21 October, a series of cold fronts began dropping down into the Gulf of
Mexico and continued with some regularity through the end of November. Between 21 and
29 October, two cold fronts entered the Gulf from the NW and within a day or two each
system had weakened sigificantly. On 30 October, a rapidly-moving, intense frontal
system entered the Gulf from the north. The air mass behind this front was extremely cold
and dry. Dew point temperatures at 42019 dropped to a low of 3.9C and at 42002 they
reached 6.7C as the center of high pressure behind the front continued to move south and
into the area where the buoys were located. Fig. 8 shows the surface analysis for 18Z on
30 October from NMC's Aviation Model. This analysis clearly depicts the intensity of this
frontal system at one point in its progression across the Gulf although it lags the buoy
observations by almost 12 hours and shows less drying behind the front (-80% observed
vs. 90% from the analysis at 42019, and -75% observed vs. 90% at 42002). It took almost
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5 days for pre-frontal conditions to be re-established over the Gulf following the passage
of this frontal system. On 6 November, another cold front dropped down into the northern
Gulf close behind the previous front. Although this frontal system was intense, it was
slightly weaker than the previous system.

Between 9 and 11 November, a small high-pressure system dropped down over the
northern Gulf bringing slightly cooler and drier continental air with it, unlike the previous
events which were primarily frontal in nature. Between 17 and 30 November, three more
cold fronts dropped down into the Gulf of Mexico causing air and dew-point temperatures
to drop significantly at the two buoy locations.

In summary, the events described above produced strong and well-defined signatures
in the moisture-related observations, emphasizing the importance of these data in
characterizing synoptic-scale variability in the near-surface marine environment.

c. Time series of environmental parameters

Time series of sea-level pressure, wind speed, wind direction, sea surface temperature,
air temperature, dew point temperature, relative humidity, and wave height for each buoy
are shown in Figs. 9 (42019) and 10 (42002). All parameters were acquired directly from
sensors on the buoys except for dew point temperature which was calculated from the
relative humidity, air temperature and barometric (sea-level) pressure.

By the second week in September, greater variability occurs in pressure, wind speed
and wind direction. By late September and particularly by late October, much greater
synoptic-scale variability occurs for air temperature and the moisture-related parameters.
These increases in variability are clearly related to the seasonal change to fall conditions
when frontal systems from the continental U.S. begin dropping as far south as the Gulf of
Mexico.

Figure 7 shows the time series of specific humidity at the surface and at 10 meters for
stations 42019 (upper panel) and 42002 (lower panel). Specific humidity at the surface
follows sea surface temperature, upon which it is primarily based, not responding strongly
to the atmospheric conditions above, at least on synoptic and shorter time scales. As a
result, the pattern of variability which occurs at the surface is quite different from that which
occurs at 10 meters. Surface specific humidity in most cases exceeds that at 10 meters.
However, during brief periods in October and November, the specific humidity at 10 meters
exceeds that at the surface (for buoy 42019 only). These reversals occur during periods
of rapid change or recovery from the passage of cold, dry frontal systems and prior to the
return of equilibrium conditions within the marine boundary layer. Overall, these time
series reveal three scales of variability, small-scale (of the order of hours), synoptic-scale
(of the order of several days), and seasonal (several months). The greatest variability is
clearly associated with the synoptic-scale events.
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Although notshown explicitly, the specific humidity time series for both buoys at the
surface and at 10 meters are, at least qualitatively, very similar. Quantitative comparisons
of similarity are made in the following cross-correlation analyses.

1) Cross-correlation analyses

Cross-correlation analyses were performed for the two buoy time series of specific
humidity, wind speed, barometric pressure, air temperature, wave height and sea surface
temperature. The maximum cross-correlations and the corresponding lags are presented
in Table 2. The correlation coefficients consistently exceed 0.9, except for wind speed and
wave height where local (wind speed) or cumulative (wave height) effects become more
important. Of particular interest are the lag relationships between the time series for each
parameter. Of the atmospheric parameters, air temperature and specific humidity both
attain their maximum correlations at lags of -6 and -7 hours, repectively, whereas the other
parameters (except for wave height) are maximally correlated at, or near, zero lag. Lags
of -6 or -7 hours indicate that coherent sources of variation occur at 42019 prior to their
occurrence at 42002, consistent with atmospheric disturbances which propagate from the
NW (actually, most of the synoptic events examined tended to enter the Gulf from the north
rather than the NW, so we are only able to resolve a component of the true direction) with
speeds on the order of 40-50 kmlhr. Only air temperature and moisture, of the parameters
examined, appear to serve as reliable tracers of the motion. Based on a maximum cross-
correlation of 0.91 for specific humidity, a separation distance of 263 km between the
buoys, and an exponential decay law, the e-folding distance for this parameter is
approximately 850 km, indicating that variations in moisture are spatially coherent over
relatively large distances in the northern Gulf of Mexico. With respect to wave height, a

Table 2. Cross-correlation statistics for the entire series of hourly values for the
environmental parameters included below from 0000 UTC, 5 June to 2300 UTC 30
November 1993.

Environmental Parameter Cross-correlation [ Lag (hours)'

Specific Humidity 0.911 -7

Wind Speed 0.678 -1

Barometric Pressure 0.939 0

Air Temperature 0.943 -6

Significant Wave Height 0.820 -5

Sea Surface Temperature 0.910 0
'Negative sign indicates that the series at 42019 leads the series at 42002.
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lag of -5 hours indicates that the prevailing direction of propagation for surface gravity
waves in the northwestern Gulf of Mexico lies roughly between the southwest and
northeast quadrants.

Successive cross-correlations for specific humidity were also calculated for 7-day (168-
hour) periods, stepping through the data hour-by-hour. The results are displayed in Fig.
11, where both the maximum cross-correlations (upper panel) and the corresponding lags
(lower panel) are shown. The maximum correlations increase abruptly around 7
September, and the lags change from mostly postive to essentially negative at this time,
indicating that events prior to the first week in September generally arrived at 42002 before
they arrived at 42019 and conversely thereafter. These significant changes in correlation
structure for specific humidity reflect a seasonal change in synoptic weather conditions in
the northern Gulf of Mexico. In particular, they imply that the prevailing weather patterns
became more coherent and tended to enter the buoy domain from the North rather than
from the South after the first week in September (see subsection (d) for further details).

2) Spectral calculations

The time series of wave height, wind speed, specific humidity, air temperature, SST,
and barometric pressure have also been subjected to spectral analysis in order to further
explore the character of the variability for the various buoy parameters. Prior to the
spectral computations, each time series was normalized with respect to its mean; the
resulting nondimensional series were then centered. The spectral computations were
performed by first calculating raw spectral estimates using a Fast Fourier Transform and
then smoothing the resulting periodograms with a Parzen spectral window (IMSL Inc.
1982). Figure 12 shows the autospectra for each of the buoy parameters (specific
humidity in place of relative humidity) plotted together for 42019 (left-hand panel) and
42002 (right-hand panel).

All of the autospectra display similar negative slopes which are characteristic of most
geophysical processes (the so-called "red noise" spectrum). Obvious spectral peaks occur
at periods of 12 ("x"=2.73).and 24 ("x'=2.42) hours for barometric pressure, SST and air
temperature (but no obvious peak in air temperature at 12 hours for 42019), and lesser
peaks at 24 hours for wind speed. Weaker peaks can be detected at a period of -80
hours ("x"=1.9) for most parameters, and most likely correspond to the passage of
synoptic-scale events of atmospheric origin. At both buoy locations, the autospectra for
wind speed and wave height are simliar (they actually cross at "x' = -2.1 in each cast),
reflecting the close relationship that exists between the forcing and the response for these
parameters.
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d. The effects of surface gravity waves

Certain processes associated with surface gravity waves are most likely responsible
for introducing moisture into the marine boundary layer. Wu (1974) has estimated that as
much water enters the atmospheric surface layer through the evaporation of water droplets
(from breaking waves, for example) as that which is contributed through direct evaporation
from the ocean surface itself, for a wind speed of 15 m/sec at 10 m. Fairall et al. (1990)
suggest that latent heat fluxes are not only related to wind speed and air-sea temperature
difference, but also, at least weakly, to the surface roughness, a wave-related parameter.
Based on these findings, we are motivated to examine the time series of significant wave
height and several related parameters in greater detail.

Figures 13 (42019) and 14 (42002) show significant wave height, inverse wave age
and the Phillips constant and latent heat flux for both buoys for the entire period. As with
the other buoy parameters, several distinct weather regimes can be identified in the time
histories of the various wave parameters. The first two months of record generally show
quiescent wave conditions. This situation was briefly interrupted, however, by the passage
of Tropical Storm Arlene from 17 to 21 June. During the first two months, the wind speed
(Figs. 8 and 9) shows a well-defined diurnal cycle, which may be related to diurnal
changes in the stability of the marine boundary layer (both buoys are located too far
offshore to be affected by sea breeze circulations). The significant wave height shows a
much smaller daily modulation since the total wave energy tends to be concentrated at the
relatively low frequencies. The time scale of adjustment of waves to winds at these
frequencies is relatively large, thus damping out rapid modulations of the wind speed. In
contrast, high frequency wave energy has a much smaller time scale in responding to
changes in the wind field, and hence is expected to show a much stronger response to the
daily modulation of the wind. a does, in fact, show a large modulation, which lags the wind
speed modulation by approximately 1 to 2 hours. Due to the discontinuous nature of a, this
lag could not be calculated objectively, but was instead estimated by inspection. The
modulation of a suggests that the surface roughness also has a large daily modulation.
Because surface roughness is primarily related to wave of shorter period than those
whicha re incorporated in a. Such shorter waves have an even smaller time scale of
response to wind changes, and hence are expected to show a smaller time lag (if at all)
with respect to the wind speed than a. The inverse wave age shows a daily oscillation
similar to that of the wind speed from which it is calculated. This indicates that the peak
frequency, like the significant wave height, is rather insensitive to the daily wind speed
modulations.

The period covering August and the first half of September shows continued quiescent
surface wave conditions, where a generally cannot be evaluated any more due to the low
wind speed (and hence large fpM), and/or due to the large peak frequency f of the
spectrum. The wind speed and significant wave height behave as they did during the first
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November 1993.
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two months. The inverse wave age is significantly lower than one for most of this period,
indicating that the low waves are mostly comprised of swell.

As discussed earlier, the period from mid-September through the end of November
shows a sequence of synoptic weather systems moving through the northern Gulf of
Mexico. Particularly after mid-October at the offshore buoy (42002), the diurnal cycle in
all buoy parameters either disappears, or is lost in the prevailing synoptic variability. At
the near-shore buoy (42019), however, the diurnal cycle is still detectable. Several of the
systems passing through the region (particularly at 42019) produce young wind seas with
e significantly larger than one and a significantly larger than 0.01, for which wave-induced
surface roughness and wave breaking are expected to be significant. The events with the
most pronounced wave-induced roughness coincide with the most pronounced heat flux
events. Furthermore, all latent heat flux (LHF) events coincide with distinct wave events.

To investigate the co-occurrence of active wave growth and LHF events further, LHF
is plotted as a function of a in Fig. 15. To avoid the confounding effects of the large
dinurnal oscillation in a, average values for each day are presented. To ensure
reasonable coverage of the daily cycle, a mini,um of 18 observations of a per day were
averaged. Figure 15 indicated that the most extreme LHF events do, in fact, correspond
to active wave growth conditions (a > 0.01), in particular, at 42019. A careful comparison
of he a's from the two buoy locations reveals that a is generally based on data near the
limits of the frequency range that can be observed with the platforms considered.
Systematic differences between the platforms might therefore be related to differences in
the transfer functions for the different hull types (6 meter NOMAD at 42019 vs. 10 meter
discus at 42002). Nevertheless, extreme LHF events clearly coincide with conditions of
increased surface roughness (a) due to active wave growth. With the present
observations, however, we cannot identify any functional relation between the two, but the
co-occurrence of the heat-flux events and the actively growing wind seas is consistent with
the production of spray and bubbles through the process of wave breaking.

In an effort to obtain additional information from these data, all wave events during the
latter part of the record (plus Tropical Storm Arlene) have been examined in detail. These
events contain many interesting details, but this examination also showed that each event
had unique qualities, making it difficult to generalize the detailed behavior of the various
wave and flux parameters.

e. Surface heat fluxes

The calculated latent and sensible heat fluxes are plotted together for buoy stations
42019 (upper panel) and buoy 42002 (lower panel) in Fig. 16. Uncertainties in these
calculations are high (± several tens of W/m2; e.g., Talley 1984). Selected summary
statistics for the latent and sensible heat fluxes are given in Table 3. The peak values for
both fluxes correspond closely with the major synoptic events which occur between
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Figure 15. Latent heat flux (W/m 2 ) versus surface wave roughness (a) for stations 42019
(a) and 42002 (b). The data were daily-averaged before plotting which reduced the
number of data points from 4296 to 179.
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September and November. Upon closer inspection, the flux maxima tend to coincide with
the arrival or onset of these events rather than during the subsequent periods of recovery,
consistent with the occurrence of the largest near-surface (vertical) gradients of
temperature and moisture, and the expected response of the marine boundary layer.
Overall, the heat transfer which is primarily from the ocean to the atmosphere, is
dominated by the relatively few transient events which take place after mid-September.

The latent heat fluxes far exceed the sensible heat fluxes in most cases for both buoys,
consistent with similar observations made elsewhere at low latitudes (e.g., Perry and
Walker 1977). At 42019, the overall ratio of sensible-to-latent heat flux (i.e., the Bowen
ratio) was slightly greater than 6%, while at 42002, it was slightly greater than 8% (Table
3). The latent heat fluxes were almost always positive at both buoys; in contrast, the
sensible heat fluxes were positive almost 100% of the time at 42002; whereas, they were
only positive approximately 60% of the time at 42019, most likely reflecting the influence
of lower SSTs in the nearshore region during the fall and land in relatively close proximity.

Table 3. Selected summary statistics for the Latent and sensible heat fluxes.

_J 42019 42002

Latent Heat Flux (LHF)

Maximum (W/m 2) 966.3 1052!3

Minimum (WIm 2) -135.5 3.1

Mean (W/m 2) 130.2 174.3

Time Positive (%) 97.1 100.0

Time Negative (%) 2.9 0.0

Sensible Heat Flux (SHF)

Maximum (W/m2) 356.0 300.3

Minimum (W/m 2) -40.4 -7.7

Mean (W/m 2)8.2 14.5

Time Positive (%) 60.2 97.4

Time Negative (%) 39.8 2.6

Bowen Ratio (SHFILHF)

I 0.083 0.063
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Figure 16. Hourly time series of latent (upper) and sensible (lower) heat fluxes are plotted
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Figure 16. Hourly time series of latent (upper) and sensible (lower) heat fluxes are plotted
for the buoy at station 42019 in the upper panel and likewise for 42002 in the lower
panel. The record length is the same as for specific humidity.
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The latent heat fluxes and the sensible heat fluxes for both buoys, when plotted
together, are very similar and thus highly correlated (not shown). Plots of the Bowen ratio
time series (ratio of the sensible-to-latent heat fluxes)t were also produced. The Bowen
ratio was generally small (< -0.1); however, occasional isolated spikes (i.e., transient
extreme values) occurred that were usually positive and exceeded 0.5 in several cases.
These spikes occurred more frequently at 42002 and were distributed across the entire
record; there were fewer spikes at 42019 and those that occurred, were observed only
during October and November.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The overall reliability of the Rotronic MP-100 humidity sensors, which have been
deployed on various NDBC buoys over the past five years, has improved significantly
since 1989 when they were first considered for possible long-term deployment on fixed
platforms at sea.

Over the approximate six-month period that the Rotronic sensor installed on the buoy
at station 42019 was deployed, its calibration remained within the accuracy limits set by
the WMO. The Rotronic sensor installed on the buoy at station 42002 has been operating
continuously since its deployment in June 1993 (a period of more than 26 months).

Katsaros et al. (1994) have recently reported that the Rotronic sensor experiences
hysteresis following periods of high mosture. Our observations did not'permit us to
examine this question in detail. In this regard, our results may not be representative of the
results that might have been obtained elsewhere such as along the coast of Califronia
where fog is frequently encountered. However, problems associated with hysteresis for
the Rotronic sensor have not been reported elsewhere. Clearly, this issue needs further
clarification. If hysteresis turns out to be a continuing problem that cannot be easily
solved, moisture data from this instrument will most likely be unsuitable for research;
however, it should still be of considerable value for operational applications.

During the six-month period of this study, most of the synoptic-scale variability that was
encountered occurred after the first week in September and was due to the arrival of
frontal systems with cold, dry air behind them that dropped down into the Gulf of Mexico
from the continental U.S. One exception occurred in June when Tropical Storm Arlene
moved NNW across the Gulf strongly influencing the moisture field in the vicinity of the
buoys. In summary, the moisture-related parameters acquired at the buoys (specific
humidity in particular) were highly sensitive in all cases to the various synoptic-scale
events and to the seasonal variability that took place in the marine boundary layer during
the period of this study.

Observations at each of the buoys acquired during this study were used to construct
time series of specific humidity; in turn, from these and other supporting data, the surface
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fluxes of latent and sensible heat were calculated. The time series of specific humidity at
a height of 10 meters reveal three primary scales of variability:

* small-scale (of the order of hours),
• synoptic-scale (-several days), and
* seasonal (several months).

The synoptic-scale variability was clearly dominant and event-like in character; also, it
occurred primarily during September, October and November.

A cross-correlation analysis between the buoys (for a separation distance of 263 km)
for specific humidity and the other buoy parameters (at 10 meters) indicated:

* (1) all parameters were highly-correlated (> 0.9) except for wind speed,
* (2) the e-folding correlation distance for specific humidity was at least 800 km, and
* (3) specific humidity and air temperature both served as tracers of the motion

associated with propagating atmospheric disturbances.

A more detailed cross-correlation analysis of the specific humidity time series revealed a
major change in correlation structure that occurred during the first week in September
indicating that weather patterns became more coherent and tended to enter the northern
Gulf of Mexico from the North rather than from the South, as they tended to prior to this
time.

Autospectra of the various buoy measurements revealed strong diurnal and semidiurnal
variability for barometric pressure and SST and lesser variability at these periods for air
temperature and wind speed. Also, weaker synoptic-scale variability was evident at
periods of 3-4 days for most of the atmospheric parameters.

Analysis of the surface wave observations from each buoy included calculations of
wave age and surface roughness. The results are consistent with enhanced moisture
transfer between the ocean and the marine boundary layer during periods of high latent
heat flux.

The surface fluxes of latent and sensible heat were dominated by the synoptic events
which took place after mid-September. Sharp, positive maxima in these fluxes coincided
with the arrival of these transient events in the northern Gulf of Mexico. The predominant
direction of heat transfer for both fluxes was from the ocean to the atmosphere (-100% of
the time for the latent heat fluxes, and 60 and 97% of the time for the sensible heat fluxes
for buoys 42019 and 42002, respectively). The latent heat fluxes usually far exceeded the
sensible heat fluxes as indicated by mean Bowen ratios of 6.3% at buoy 42019 and 8.3%
at buoy 42002.
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